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ALNESTY INTERNATIONAL is nn independent organisation which is not associatedwith any goverraent, political party, or religious creed. It seeks to ensure thateveryone hac the right freely to hold and express is convictions and that theprovisions of Articles 5, 9, 18 and 19 of the Universal Declaration of Human Rightsare observed throughout the world.

From The Universal Declaration of JIUrIian Ri hte, proclaimed at theUnited Nations, 10 December 19 :

Article 5: No one shall be subjected to torture or to cruel,inhunan or degrading treatment or punishment.
Article 9: No one ehall be subjected to arbitrnry arrest,detention or exile.

Article 13: EverytAne has the right to freedom of thought, conscienceand religion; this right includes freedomtn change hisreligion or belief, and freedom, either alcne or incommunity with others and in public or private, tomanifest his religion or bolief in teaching* practice,worship and observance.

Article 191 Everyone has the right to freedom of opinion andexpression; this right includes freedom to hold opinionswithout interference and to seek, receive and impartinformation and idfas through any media and regardless offrontiers.

PRISONERS OF CONSCIENCE

Amnesty International works for the release of persons who are 'imprisoned.detained, restricted or otherwise subjected to phyaical coercion or restraint byreason of their political, religious or other conscientiously held belief or byreason of their ethnic origin, colour or 1 ge, provided that they have not usedor advocated violence'. These persons are 'prisoners of conscience',
The movement functions through the adoption of individual prisoners ofconscience by Amnesty groups. Each group adopts three prisoners drawn fromcontrasting poliLical backgrounds, holding different political or religious beliefs,Thin system ia designed to  ensure that Amnesty's interve-tion is not partisan.Groups do not work for prisoners arrested by their own government. The effective-nese of Amnesty International rests on mobilizing public opinion on an internationaland tial basis. Political balance and the exclusion of prisoners who haveengaged in, or advocated, acts of violonce are the key factors in Amnesty'ssuccessful attempts to secure the release of prisoners of conscience and to assistthem and their families. Persons who can be proved to have engaged in espionageare excluded from the category of 'prisoners of conscience'. No prisoner isadopted if his position would be in any way jeopardized by outside interest.

1311E STRUCTURE OP AMNESTY INTERNATIONAL

Amnesty International was founded as the result of an appeal launched in Londonon 28  Nay  1961. There are now nearly 1,000 Amnesty groups in 27 countries, linkedin NATIONAL SECTIONS. The largest National Sections are in Germany, Sweden, theU.K. and Holland. There are groups in Norway, Denmark, Faroe Islands, Finland,France, Switzerland, Italy, Lu%embourg, Austria and Belgium. Amnesty is wellestablished in Australia, New Zealand, Canada and Ireland. The movement is alsorepresented in Asia (Japan, India, Pakistan and Ceylon), Africa (Ghana and Gedabia),the Americas (USA, Peru and Mexico) and the Middle East (Israel and Lebanon).



The National Sections have proportional representation at the INTERNATIONAL COUNCIL,which meets annually to take policy decisions for the movement as a whole. TheInternational Council elects an INTERNATIONAL EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE consisting of atleuat five members and meeting at least twice a year to supervise the conduct of theorganisation. Sean MacBridel S.C., is Chairman of thc International ExecutiveCommittee. The EXecutive appoints the SECRETARY-GENERAL, who is responsibleforrunning the INTERNATIONAL SECRETARIAT in London. Martin Ennals waa appointedSecretary-General in 1968. The International Secretariat carries out reaearch onpriaoners, provides information for groups, organises publicity, arranges misaions,and carries out the day-to-day administration of Amnesty's work.

Amnesty has consultative status with the United Nations, UNESCO and the Councilof Europe. The candle surrounded by barbed wire is the internationally recognisedsymbol of Amnesty International.

THE SELECTION OF PRISONERS OF CONSCIENCE

The Research Department in the International Secretariat is responsible forobtaining information about prisoners and for preparing case sheets which aredistributed to the adopting Amnesty groups. By a decision of the EXecutive Committeein May 1970 a new post of the HEAD OF RESEARCH was created. /n July Dr. Zbynek ZemanVISB appointed to this post. The Research DepartMent is organised on a broadgeographical basis, with Research Officers and their assistants responsible forng out investigations on particular areas. Information reaches the InternationalSecretariat from a number of sourcee: newspape:s and periodicals (in a variety oflanguages), reports of exile organie.tions, consultations with experts in particularfields, visits from exiles and the relatives of prisoners, letters from prisoners(sometimes amuggled out of priaon) and from their families, and Amnesty misaions.Each Research Officer attempts to evaluate information about arrests, trials, anddetention in the light of political and legal developments in the country concerned,and to provide the adopting Amnesty groups with the fullest possible information aboutthe politicalbackground and the individual prisoner.

The• Research.Department seeks to ensure that all cases adopted by Amnesty axegenuine prisOnera of conscience who have not taken part in violence or espionage.Each case must,be decided on its merits. There are countries where trumped-upcharges of espionage or violence are used to charge or discredit prisoners, and suchcharges can only be evaluated on thebasisof a knowledge of the country concerned.The case sheet will always explain why a prisoner so charged is being adopted. Ifthe,Secretariat believes that a particular individual ia a prisoner of conscience butlaiskS conclusive information, the case may be allocated to an Amnesty group as anIIIVEETIOATION CASE, and the groupshould attempt to obtain the information requiredfor dote g the prisoner's status.

THE PRACTICE OF TO

Thedefinition of prisoners of conscience excludes those who have used oradvocated violence, but article 5 of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights statesthat Ino-one shall be subjected to torture, cruel or inhuman or degrading treatmentor punishment'. The prisoner who has engaged in violence is not excluded from this



protection, and in recent years Amnesty has issued reports on a number of countries
concerning allegations of torture. These reports are the responsibility of the
International Secretariat, and do not affect the principle that only prisoners of
conscience are adopted.

CAPITALPUNIUILENT

In addition, the Statute of •onesty International lists as one of the aims of
the organisation that it shall 'oppose by all eppropriate means the tepoeition and
execution of death penalties for political prisonere'.

CASE S  4

Groups receive a case sheet in respect of each adopted pri • The CaSe
fleet is a printed form, showing personal details of the prisoner (age, profession,
marital atatus, state of health), details of arrest, charges, trial and sentence,
the place and conditions of imprisonment, and addresses of heads of state, government
departments (usually the Ministry of Justice or Ministry of the Interior) and
other individuals or organisations whom the group should contact in attempting to
help the prisoner. _All .case sheets provide a brief account of the political
situation in the country concerned and of the laws under which the prisoner is
detained. In mare,' cases, the International Secretariat will provide a more detailed
background paper on the country or cn a particular group of prisoners. Books for
further reading are often suggested, and group members should make evereeffort to
familiarise themselvenot only with the information provided by the Secre t but
with some of the literature on the countries concerned - such information helps groUps
to write to governments on an infolooi level. The volume of information reaching the
Secretariat in'reapect of individual prisoners varies considerably. In some cases,
full biographical details will be available (fo: example, if the prisoner is a well-
known politician or writer) and, in other cases, an Amnesty mission may have been able
to investigate prison conditions or an Amnesty observer may have attended a trial.
But often very little is know about the prisoners - they mav be held incommunicado
in a military prison - and the adopting group must endeaveur to obtain the required
information from the contacts auggeated on the case sheet. Groups will be informed
by the Secretariat if further information about their prisoners comes to light, and
it is essential that the groups pass on any news they received immediately. Such
information may affect not only their own prisoners but other held in the same
circumstances.

SECURITY

The information provided for groups by the International Secretariat is
classified as (a) Open - may be shown to anybody, and used for publicity;

Restricted - may be used within the group and for selected contacts; and
Confidential - should not be disclosed except to group members directly

involved with the case. This system is designed to protect Amnesty's informants
and prisoners and their families. The family and friendsof a prisonerwill almostinvariably come under police surveillance, and Amnesty groups must always be aware cf
the serious consequences which may ensue from rash publicitY or indiscreet letters

GROUP AOTION

We assume that political imprisonment is an expression of political, social or
economic instability. Nevertheless, the government way feel that the priaoner's
detention is either unjLat or bad politics. It is the purpose of group action to
reinforce that feeling by the moat suitable means.



1. Letters to Governments

The case sheet eill always give a list of names and addresses of Heads of Stateand responsible Ministers, such as the Minister of Justice or Minister of the Interior,the Chief Public Prosecutor or ettorney-General, or (in a one-party state) the PartySecretary. Letters should he written on official Amnesty paper to every Minister orofficial mentioned, since this increases the chances of some letters getting throughto the responsible individuals concerned. Letters should he brief, polite andfactual. They ehould always include mention of Amnesty's aims, i.e. Amnesty'sobject of ensuring the observance of Articles 5, e, 18 end 19 of the UniversalDeolaration of Humeri Rights, and its attempt to assist prisoners of conscience whohave been imprisoned because they have expressed their beliefs. Groups shouldcompose their letters on the assumption - unless instructed to the contrary . that theindividual they are addressing has never heard of Amnesty and must be informed of itsinternational and impartial character. They should specify their work for otheradopted prisoners. Letters should also be written on the assumption that theauthorities are open to discussion. An attempt should be made to find basic pointsof agreement, such as constitutional guarantees. Experience has shown that even themoat repressive governments may be anxious to maintain a reputation for apparentfairness. Abusive language and rhetoric must be avoided. It is important, wherepossible, to stress a country's reputation for moderation and justice, to showrespect for its constitution and its judicial procedure, and an understanding ofcurrent difficulties (for example, when protesting against the dei;ention of membersof the outgoing government after a cou d'etat). The correct forms of address mustalways be followed (Your Excellency, your obedient servant, ete.)
Letters should be sent to E vernments regularly . on making an adoption, onreceiving further news ef a prisoner, when a partial amnesty has been announced, onHuman Rights Day (10 December), during Prisoner of Conscience week, on nationalholidays, at religiOus festivals, on a President's birthday, on the anniversary ofthe formation of a government, and so on, Groups should not expect to receivereplies to these letters, although they ere sometimes received. But members should. never be discouraged if their letters are unanswered - the important point is that. governments receive regular reminders that their prisoners are not forgotten, andthere have been striking examplea of the cumulative effect of letter campaigns insecuring the release of prisoners, even though the writers of the letters neverreceived any acknowledgement from the government concerned.
Letters to Embansies

These letters should follow the lines of the letters to governments, but theycan go further in emphasizing trading and cultural relations between the group'scountry and the foreign government concerned. In addition to the occasions mentionedabove, letters should be sent to embassies on the occasion of visits from tradedelegations, sporting teams, ministerial tours, and international cultural events.Groups are mire likely to receive a reply from an Embassy than from a foreigngovernment, and should be persistent in writing letters and attempting to obtain aninterview with the Ambassador, Charge d'Affaires or First Secretary. Some of theoccasions mentioned above provide a useful opportunity for trying to arrange anAmnesty deputation to a foreign Embassy. Such deputations are most effeetive eena number of Amnesty groups with prisoners in the same country are involved, and areoften organised by National Sections. Groups should take the initiative and eonaulttheir National Sections and the International Secretariat for material to supporttheir case.

Letters to Amnestycontacts

The case sheet will often suggest the name of an informant who may be able tohelp the group by providing information about a trial or a prisoner's family. Insome countries, the informant may be a defending lawyer or a politician activelyconcerned with human rights. Groups must bear in mind the fact that letters to suchindividuals may be opened by the security police, and security precautions must beobserved. The case sheet will sometimes specify that official paper should not beused. Letters must always be tactfully phrased; it is best to be cautious in an



initial approach and to ask for limited informat:on only. All information received
from nontacts must he sent immediately to the Interhational Secretariat as it may
affect several prisoners. It is best to send a photocopy of the letterand envelope;
if this is not possible, the group should send the original, ehich will be copied in
the Secretariat and returned. Groups should not be disappointed if they do not
receive an immediate reply as the informantmay be extremely busy. It is advisable
to send an International Reply Coupon.

Lettere to International Or anisations.
Most prisoners have a trade or profession and thcee usually have a national or

international organisation, which will be concerned to protect the interests of their
members . steelworkers, schoolteachers, journalists, as the case may be. Groupe
ahould attempt to contact the national body representing this trade or profeseien in
their own countries, in an attempt to associate them with protesting mgainst the
imprisonment of the individuals concerned, and groups should also contact international
organisations of such trades and professions. Names and addressee will frequently
be provided on the case sheet and, in some cases, the international organisation will
be Able to put the group in touch with its Lranch in the prisoner's country and provide
additional information. Groups ahould note, however, that all correspondenee to the
International Confederation of Free Trade Unions and the International Committee of
the Red Cross must go through the International Secretariat. Both organisationa
work closely with Amnesty but have requested that, to avoid confesion, groupe should
not write to them dirently. AI enquiries and replies will be forwarded by theinternational Secretariat.

Exile Or anisations

Groups or individuals in exile provide an important source of information for
Amnesty work, and group members may wish to attend their public meetings and establish
contact with them. Their names and addresses will often be provided on the case
sheet. All information so obtained, whether from correspondence with exileorganisations, pressure groups, or individuals, must be forwarded to the International
Secretariat.

Letters to Prisoners

Prisoners usually welcome letters from groups, but the conditions under whichprisoners are allowed to receive letters vary considerably. In some countries
prisoners are not allowed to receive letters at all; in others, they are rationed to,
say, one letter every three months, and it would be tragic if a prisoner were deprived
of  a letter from his  wife because his allocation had been used up by an Amnesty group,
The case sheet will inform the group whether it  is  safe to write to the prisoner, and
the Secretariat can be contacted in cases of doubt. From the point of view of the
authorities, the most acceptable way to write to a prisoner may be to send an caper
post-card. The case sheet will specify the languages to be used; English or Frianeh
are suggested if the group cannot write in the prisoner's own language. It is
important (particularly if the prisoner's native language is used) to stress that you
are a group of well-wishers; make it clear that you are not exiles, be carefUl tO
explain your own nationality, and write only the most general enquiries about the
prisoner's wellbeing. There are exceptional countries where prisoners are allowed
to correspond with Amnesty groups, and you will be informed if your prisoner falls
into this category. Amnesty's annual Christmas Card scheme helps to encourage
prisoners lay the knowledge that they are not forgotten; the cards are often shared
among prisoners. The Postcards for Prisoners Campaign, which is conducted by
individual membe,s rather than groups, is intended to exert additional pressure on
governments or Lch.lf of the prisoners.



Parcels to Prisoners

It is most heartening for theprisoner if the group is able to ar to send a
regular parcel. But there are many countries where gift-parcels ere not allowed, or
can only be brought in by relatives. In some cases the best way to help ia to send
money to a relative vho can buy sOmething the prisoner really needs, thus saving heavy
postage and possible customs dues. A campaign to send a parcel to a prisoner can be
an effective means of protest. Unless you are otherwise instructed, write to the
following, aaking whether they will deliver or accept parcels and, if not, whether
they can recommend any way of sending a parcel: The Director of Prisons (c/o Ministry
of the Interior); the Prison Governor; the Prison Chaplain (where appropriate);
the Chief Postmaster. The same procedure may be followed in attempting to arranee
to send letters. Although the group will probably not receive a reply, the lettere
will have had an important effect. If you are able to send a parcel, ita contents
will depend on the information you can obtain from the authorities or the prieoner'a
relatives. Remember that heavy customs duties may make it impossible for the
prisoner to accept a gift . this is commonly the case when parcels of clothing are
involved. Meny prisoners feel the deprivation of reading matter very deriously, and
will welcome gifts of books; where you are able to send them, make sure they are in
a language the prisoner understands, and are non-political; poetry, philosophy,
clamics, magazines of a non-political nature, and occasionally history may get
through the prison censor. In some countries, prisoners are allowed to follow
educational courses if the fees are paidslidthe necessary arrangements made.
Centralized schemes on these lines are organised through the International Seeretariat
using funds provided by the groups. Always enclose an international reply coupon
with parcels so that the prisoner has a cht. ce of writing an acknowledgement. In
many prisons, cigarettes are a form of general currency, and may be an appropriate
gift.

Letters and Relief to Prisoners' Families

The case sheet will give the name and address of the prisoner's family (if Wiens),
and an indication of whether the family is in financial need. Groups may sometimes
be able to discover fahily details from contacts. The general security provisions
already outlined must always be applied: make it clear that you are not an exile
organisation, explain your nationality, and emphasise that you are acting solely from

tarian motives. Do not use Amnesty paper in the first instance; if the family
indicates that it is happy to correspond with you, you can mention in the body of the
next letter that you are an Amnesty group. It is best to write in the family's
native language; English or French are usually suggested as alternatives. Always
remember that a prisoner's family are likely to be under police observation and in
danger of arrest themselves, and make sure that any letter you write could not be
open to misinterpretation. Picture postcards containing greetings only are likely
in many countries to escape censorship altogether, and would be welcomed by families
who are financially secure.

The provision of relief for prisoners' families varies from country to country.
In some countries, centralised relief programmes are amenities) from the International
Secretariat; in others, groups send gifsi or money directly to the families. The
case sheet will advise you of the appropriate procedure. The provision of relief
for prisoners and their families is a most important aspect of Amnesty's work. A
sum which seems small by Western European standards may enable a family deprived of
its breadwinner to keep alive; it may provide for school fees for the children of
the family, it may help to subsidise an inadequate prison diet, it may pay fares to
visit a prisoner, it may provide medical help. In general, it is far better to send
money than pareels (other than token gifts) unless the group receivea a specific
request from a family aud knows that the gift will not be liable tocustoms dues and
import quotes. The best way to send money is by bankers' draft or money order.
Groups will ba alvised on this point by their National Section office or the
International Secretariat.

Never Press a family with letters if you do not receive a reply: it may not be
safe for them to write or receive letters.



VisiteAbroad

Group membern who in the course of business or pleasure travel to countries
where they have adopted Nnnesty prisoners may be nble to meet prisoners' relatives
and semetimes even visit prisoners. Members on these vinits cannot speak or
negotiate on behalf of their organisation. Such visits are quite separate from
Amnesty's official missions to observe trials or investigate prison conditiond:
these missions can be authnrised by the International Secretariat only. Group
members anxious to conduct such visits must consult fully with the Secretariat for
briefing.  No family should be visited without their express consent in advance;
a sudden visit from a foreignermay attractunwelcome attention.

Publicit

Publicity is one of Amnesty's most powerful weapons. In some cases, a vigorou&
publicity campaign initiated in .he local press by an Amnesty group has developed
into a rational protest, ana nad an identifiable effect on a government's actions.International public indignation can force a repressive government to re-assess ite
policies, and publicity has in many countries contributed to individual or partial
amnesties, to better prison conditions, to open trials, and to the suspension of the
death penalty. But groups must remember that there are also cases where more is
accomplished by diacreet negotiation than by rash publicity, and that premature
publicity may antagonise a government which is actually trying to improve matters.
Sometimes, the case sheet sill carry a warning not to engage in publicity for a
prisoner - it may be that publicity would endanger him, it may be that the Secretariatis engaged in negotiation with the government concerned. But if publicity is advised,
groups should make every effort to carry out a sustained campaien on a prisoner's
behalf. The methods of conducting such campaiges start with letters to local
newsp piers and may develop into campaigns in the national press, television and radio.
Groups should 1:ry to persuade persons ' influence to support their campaigns,
remembering that the most effective criticism often comes from people known to be in
general sympathy with the regime rather than those whose positions are fundamentally
opposed. It is important that publicity campaigns should be sustained, with
followoup letters reporting progress - or a Government's tecalcitrance. Use all
the events in the Amnesty calendar end the national calendar - National Days,
official birthdays, religious festivals - as well as the prisoner's birthday, the
anniversary of his trial, as occasions for obtaining publicity. Publicity is
importantin many ways: it spreads knowledge of persecntion, it increases supportfor AMnesty, and it has a cumulative effect on governments. Remember that
governments and embassies maintain press-cuttings libraries, and that frequent
publicity for a prisoner will bring his name to their notice. It may be helpful if
groups, or individuals outside groups, sent copies of relevant press-cuttings to the
Embassies concerned. Publicity campaigns are often co-ordinated by the National
Sections in order to make them more effective.

Double and Multila Ado tions

Many prisoners are now 'double adopted': two groups are briefed on the same
Case and work separately for the prisoner while co-ordinating some of their
activities. Double adoption means that preasure can be exerted on governments fromtwo different countries, that the financial responsibility for providing relief is
shared, and that the International Secretariat can provide enough cases for the
rapidly increasing number of groups. When writing to prisoners, families, or
contacts, groups should always make it clear . unless instructed to the contrary -
that they are one of two groups working for the prisoner, or the recipient may be
confused by being asked the same questionsby different persons. Groups shouldconsult each other on the best course of action and on the way in which they may
share the work. The system of 'multiple adoptions' is used in cases where there ie
virtuallyno chance of negotiation with the authorities and where there is no doubt
about the prisoner's status as a prisoner of conscience. The groups' main task - inthe case of multiple adoptions - is to send appeals to the authorities, to approach
people in their own country who would have influence with the governments concerned,



and - where advisable - to orranise publicity as •idely as possible. If there iscontact with the prisoner's family or lawyer, this remains the task of one or twogroups. Multiple adoption is principally used for prisoners in communist countries.It is very rare for groups to receive any replies from the authoritiee in communistcountries, but it is clear that approaches by a number of groups have a cumulativeeffect which is more powerful than sinrle appeals.

ORGANISING0 AITESTY GPOUP

Or anisation

The over-riding object of Amnesty group work is to secure the release of adoptedprisoners, and it is up to groups to organise themselves in the most effective waytowards this end. The number of people in a croup varies, but is usually not lessthan six; some groups have as many as 50 members. If the group is over-organised,its members may feel inhibited from taking action, but each group should appoint aSecretary and Treasurer. Individual members will also take responsibility forwriting to embassies and governments, for organising publicity and press relations,for sending money and parcels, and for organising fund-raising activities. Allgroups work out the system that suits them best, and can consult the National Sectionor the International Secretariat if advice is needed.

Visits to International Secretari:'

The.staff of the International Secretariat enjoy contacts they have with Amnestymembers visiting London, although the time allotted to such visits may be limited.We should like to ask intending visitors to telephone or write in advance, mentioningthe area they wish to discuss, thereby enabling staff members to organise theirwork schedules accordingly.

Finance

The InternatiOnal Secretariat is to a high extent financed by the NatienalSections and by group contributions, and in this way the Secretariat can continue itswork of obtaining information on prisoners. A NatiOnal Section decides on the amountit-expects to receive from its groups. A Section is committed to an amount payableto the Secretariat of EAU per group, and should ensure that this minimum contributionreaches the Secretariat regularly and promptly. Where there exists no NationalSection this is the responsibility of each individual group.

Groups are urged to send more if they can as the Secretariat can only operateeffectively if its financial basis is secure. In most National Sections, contributionswill be forwarded through the Section's Treasurer. Each group will decide on themethod of fund-raising that suits it best. Exhibitions, concerts and talks canpublicise your prisoners as well as raise funds.

Re arts

It is important that groups send a quarterly report to the Secretariat. Thereport should give a fulllist of all group action, and a record of all letterswritten, even if no replies have been received. However, groups should inform theSecretariat immediatel if they obtain news of a prisoner - do not wait for aquarterly teport. Send the original document if you are unable to make a photocopy.The Secretariat is also anxious to obtain copies of all letters received from prisonersand their families, and always needs photographs of prisoners and prisons: the



SelreHoarist is constantly receiving requests from National Cections and  the proemfor material illuetrating Amnestyls work. Copilo of prisoners' letters and photo-graphs are  especially useful for exhibitions, publications and publicity.
Releases

The Secretariat should be informed immediately if the group hears that nprieoner has been released. It would be helpful if groups could indicate at the sametime whether they require u  replacement - some groups do not +twitto take on a newcase immediately. For some time after a prisoner's release, until he finds employmenta group may assist him in various 'tam including financial assistance, adviceregarding education, employment etc.

Sus ension of rou  wo.ok

It sometimes happens that a Troup is either temporarily or permanently unableto continue working on behalf of its adopted prisoners. If this happens, it is vitalto notify the Secretariat immediately; otherwise it will be assumed that the prisonersand their families are being looked after. If the Secretariat is notified that agroup has closed down it will be possible to arrange for the adoption of its prisonersby other groups.

Please include our ou number or ime and the name and countr of our ismerin all letters and re orts.


